
I f life was a movie, studying would be a 20-second video montage of blackboards, safety goggles and morning
routines. Fortunately, we all know that university life has more to offer. It’s perhaps more like a long-running
series, where every six months parts of the cast leave the show and new exciting characters enter the stage.

With that in mind: Welcome to the next season!
Who are we exactly? The FSI Math/Physics/DS (“Die Fachschaft”) is a group of students, which has set itself the
goal to improve the teaching at the departments. This includes contact to the department management and the students,
support in the preparation of exams, supervision of freshmen, organizing information events, parties and much more. If you
have questions about your studies or need help in any other way, do not hesitate to contact us. We would also like to invite
you to join us, and for example to come to one of our meetings. You can find more information below. We wish you all a
good start and a great time!

Orientation week
First of all, a little help for our new students at the university. If you lost track during the orientation week about which
events you can attend when and where, we have listed everything here that might be interesting for you.
For mathematics/technological maths/economical maths/maths for teaching (also for maths and physics):

For physics/DataScience (Tue-Fri)/physics:

Don’t forget to register for the orientation week on StudOn!

More about the orientation week
If, after such an exciting week full of networking and new experiences, you feel even more like getting to
know people or doing something with your first acquaintances, then why not join our city rally on Friday
evening or Saturday and join us afterwards in one of Erlangens bars. The next game night is also just around
the corner. On Tuesday 25.10. we will be playing games again and two days later on 27.10. the lecture
hall movie nights will start again in cooperation with the FSI Bio/ILS/LAG/ilmmune. There will also be a
"Ersti" pub tour and a "Ersti" hike in the next few weeks. You can find the exact date and details for all of the events on
our website (QR code) and on the posters around campus the next days.

Other interesting events
As of now: Registration for Sprachzentrum language courses As of 10.10.: Registration for the university sports
17.10. (10am): Teacher introduction lecture of the ZfL 18.10./08.11. (4.30pm): Colloquium of mathematics
Tue (6pm) & Fri (7pm): OpenLab of the FabLab Almost daily: Various tours in the university library

Rules for corona (05.10.)
The requirement to wear a mask was lifted. However, we recommend people continue to wear a surgical mask in situations
in which several people meet in closed rooms. There will no longer be a requirement to keep a minimum distance during
lectures and seminars and at work. But regular and effective ventilation in rooms continues to be important and advisable.

How to reach us?
Do you have any questions about studying? Would you like to learn more about us or our events? Or do you even want to
join the FSI? Then you can contact us either by mail (see below) or in person: Our meetings are from Okt the 12th on
every Wednesday at 6 pm – in even calendar weeks in the physics FSI room, in odd weeks at the mathematics FSI room.
Also, hopefully there will be service hours on our website soon. We are looking forward to seeing you!
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